Creative Curriculum Planning – Africa – Year 3, Term 3

Africa

English
Non-narrative
Examining texts about dragons and African

R.E and PSHCE
Year 3 will learn about Jesus’ healing
miracles. In PSHE we will be improving
our global awareness of current events.

animals, understanding key layout features
and adapting our language to visit the
audience and text type.

PE

Poetry
Reading Pie Corbett’s ‘Evidence of Dragons’,

We will be learning and practising the

Year 3 will be creating their own dragon and

skills and rules of netball. There will be a

writing poetry about it.

focus on teamwork and sportsmanship.

Fiction

Indoors, we will be creating our own

Taking inspiration from ‘Tinga Tinga tales’ to
create our own African animal stories, each

African animal dances, creating sequences

child will write and illustrate their own book.

of movements at different levels.

Maths

Art and Design:

(EYE 1) Problem solving working
systematically
(EYE 2) Explain thinking and reasoning
using a variety of representations.
(EYE 7) I can recall and use multiplication

and division facts for 2,3,4,5,8 and 10 x
tables
(EYE 8) I can multiply 2-digit numbers by 1

Learning about pointillism through the

Computing:

work of George Seurat. We will look at the

Year three will develop their

use of dots and colour in African Tinga

researching skills to support their

Tinga art. The children will be illustrating

geography, writing and art. They will

their own books in the style of Tinga

learn how to browsers effectively.

Tinga.

digit numbers mentally or using formal
written method

(EYE 12) I can estimate the answer and use

Music:

the inverse to check my answers

Year 3 will be continue to work with

(EYE 13) I can use the inverse to solve
missing number problems

Mr Levy playing their chosen string
instruments.

We will be learning about animals including

Wantage CE Primary School

as well as the different types and amounts

'Excellence for all - "Life in abundance" (John 10:10)'

of nutrition different creatures need.

Year Three will be finding out about the
African continent and some of the
countries within Africa including South
Africa and Kenya. We will find out about
famous primatologist Jane Goodall and

Science:
humans, looking at skeletons and muscles,

Geography

how she is still working to help
chimpanzees today. We will learn about
the missionary David Livingstone, who
discovered Victoria Falls.

